The contents of flus report reflect the views of the author who is responsible for the facts and accuracy of the data presented herein The contents do not necessarily reflect the officml vmws or pohcms of the State of Cahfomta or the U S Department of Transportation This report does not constitute a standard, speclfieaUon, or regulntaon that would have been spent per trip on an nonautomated freeway These calculations were erformed by subtracting the trip miles dtvided by the The automated speed was derived from the break-even freeway speed increase added to the nonautornated average speed for e x h trip type automated speed H rom the trip miles divided by the: nonautomated speed Table 6 shows the new vehicle, perceived costs break-even results The values for the cost of automation were taken from Table 1 The first breakeven result IS the average annual rime-saving fraction for trips on urban freeways For automobiles, vans, and light trucks, for automation to pay off U~& K perceived cost conditions, a time savings of 15-31% is necessary for cornmute travel For recreational travel (about two-thirds of light vehmcle mileage), time savings of 41-83% are necessary These percent time savings are then converted to freeway speed mcreases Light vehncles need to increase their freeway speeds by 4 4-9 1 mph for commute trips, and by 23 6-48 1 mph for recreational trips RrPnk-PvPn n h s d r i t~ time savinps oer trm ranee from a break-even time (Table 7) , the brc'ikeven values are higher, due to the increased cost of adding the aftermarket automation technology to a vehicle For new vehicles, actual costs (Table 8) , the percent of annual time savlngs ranges betwcen 0% and 44% for light vehicles on commute trips Recreation trips require an annual time savings of between 1% and 117% For new heavy vehicles on work trips, several interesting values resulted For these vehicles, the range of time saving5 was 37% to -17% for mediumduty trucks, 16% to -6% for heavy-duty trucks, and 40% fo -43% for buses These values indicate that medium and heavy truck5 and buscs can euperience speed decreases and automation may still pay off These results are due to the large sdvings In operation costs for heavy trucks and buses. due to smoother operation and large annual milcage (Table 5 ) The range of break-even &solute freeway speed increase5 tor IIC'UI ve- (Table 9 ) were higher than the values for new vehicles. To refled a state of higher congestion in the future, consider our results as they might change under conditi~ns with the baseline (unautomated) speed of travel reduced by one-half Break-even freeway speed increases (mph) would be one-half of those necessary under present speed conditions Break-even absolute time savmgs would remain the Same, of course These speed increases would be more feasible than those required at 1984 freeway speeds We do not consider the issue of merging across lanes with widely varying speeds in this paper Special merge lanes will be needed on maxed facilities Calculatnons based only on data for selected metrogolatm areas of over 1 mallaon inhabitants (New York, b s Angelles, Chacago, Houston) were run to determine af automation IS more financially feasible in these regions Average freeway miles per year per vehicle in these regions are about 25%
higher than the national urban averages Urban freeway speeds, however, are reduced by only about 1 5 mph (New York 1988, @afrfornaa 1988, County I%%), and the break-even results for these regions were about 80% of the national average results Another case was run to determine if vehicle owners in the upper quartik income group would be more likely to benefit financially because their time costs rare higher (based on an average 1984 annual income of $50,640) (Current 1986) For these vehicle owners, break-even calculations showed necessary increases in freeway speeds of about one-half those for all drivers For a small car, the break-even commute speed increase (new vehicle, actual costs) dropped from 12 9 mph to 6 63 mph Recreation speed increases fell from a hlgh of 34 05 mph to 14 46 mph Vehicle occupancy rate could be considered as a factor affecting breakeven freeway speeds and absolute time savings It is unclear if vehicle owners consider cost sharing with passengers when making vehicle-purchase deci-S I Q~S , so we implicitly assumed a vehicle occupancy of l 0 in the tables Since some vehicle buyers may consider cost sharing among occupants, we include this factor here For most heavy-duty vehicle? on work tnps, occupancy rates are 1 0, and therefore are not a factor For light-duty vehicles on commute trips, costs may be perceived as per adult occupant For 1984, average commute occupancy for urban areas was 1 3 (Perronal 1986) AQerage occupancy for recreational travel was 2 0, but as this recreational occupancy average includes children (over age 5 ) -we recalculated our numbers from Tables 8 and 9 using 1 3 a5 an approximation of adult occupancy For new and existing vehicles and for perceived and actual costs, breakeven freeway speed increases and absolute time saving5 dropped by 23% Also, occupancy would tend to make automation cost-effective for those medium and heavy-duty trucks usually occupied by two or more workers, such as utnltty-repair vehicles One potential market for automation would be carpool-vehicle owners These owners could consider CoSt-saVingS In their vehicle purchase and equipment purchase decisions Carpool occupancy is above 2 0, and so favorable break-even values can be obtained (half of those in the tables) 
AN ALYStS
Automation will apparently be financiaHly feasible for rnedaum and heavy trucks and for buses It may be feasible for new light vehicles used primarily for commuting, especially in HOV lanes Recent studies indicate that the early adopters of IVHS may be selected trucking compdnies, and also courier servtces, police, and emergency rescue fleets, as thev can make good use of route guidance and higher speeds to accomplish &gent ~I S S I Q~ (Chen and Ervin 1990) For medwm'and heavy trucks and buses, speed increases may not be necessary In fact, ~Q P automation to pay off, speed could actually decrease under some cost assumptions For new light vehicles under perceived cost conditions, commute freeway speed increases between 4 4 mph and 9 1 mph seem ckarly feasible $"or recreationail travel, however, speed increases between 23 6 mph and 48 1 mph do not skem clearly feasible (at off peak times) About two-thirds of the miles in the average light vehicle on urban freeways are for recreataonal trips, and so automation is unlikely to pay off for most of these owners Results for metropolitan areas of over 1 million inhabitants indicate that the automation of freeways in these areas will be significantly more beneficial than in smaller urban areas Because of longer times spent on freeways, the results are more optimistic than the national urban averages Automation for those who commute relatively long distances or have high incomes will pay off more easily than for average drivers This result is due to their higher time costs We expect, therefore, that wealthy suburban commuters will tend to be supportive of automation and may provide an early adopter market niche Recall, however, that we used values for travel time about 150% larger than those approved by UMTA If their values were used, mtomation would be unlikely to pay for light vehicles, even in commuting In conclusion, we found that the automation of urban freeways will most likely imtr,illy attract participation by the owners of medium and heavy trucks and buses The automation of automobiles, vans, and Light trucks will most hkely pay off only for owners of vehicles used primarily for HOV commute trips, but the small absolute time savings may not attract large numbers of investors Our analysis looked only at average urban area trip lengths and speeds by trip type In the next phase of our research, we are examining simulated trip length and speed by purpose, for peak and nonpcak periods, using a regional transportation systems model operated on Sacramento, California, data for the year 2010 This study will permit us to project the effects of freeway automation on all regional travel We will evaluate chmpes in trip costs for automated vehicles and for nonautomated vehicles (which benefit from the capacity increase.; on the automated lanes) Network modeling will permit us to evaluate the HQV commuter market We will not be able to evaluate heavy-duty vehicles used for the transport of goods, though, since they are not represented in thi\ travel-demand model Regional travel-demand modeling will raise a fundamental theoretical issue not addressed by this pager, namely the question of whether speeding up traffic saves travelers time Work by Z'ihavi (1979) and others (Ryan and Spear 1878, McLynn and Spaelberg 1978) show that reducsng trip times 
